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For more information about the questionnaire 

and its use, please contact:

ANNEXES

Annex 1: Pre-training Knowledge Survey
 

The purpose of the pre- training knowledge survey is to assess the impact of the Think.COOP 

training on participants. On the following pages, you will be asked to provide your personal 

information and to respond to a number of questions related to your participation in the 

training. Please keep in mind that your individual responses will be kept completely con!-

dential. There are no right or wrong answers, and answers do not indicate anything good or 

bad about yourself. Please answer each item as honestly and frankly as possible. 
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SECTION 1: PERSONAL INFORMATION

Please make sure to respond to all the questions in the survey! 

First Name Family Name

Phone Number Email

Age Gender:  Female      Male     

Residence:

 In town or the capital               In countryside (>10 km from the capital)

What is your occupation?

Where do you work?

Do you know what a cooperative is?

 Yes           No           Not sure

Have you participated in previous training on cooperative development?

 Yes           No           Not sure

If yes, which training?

Why would you like to attend this training on cooperatives?       

How did you learn about this training?

What is the highest education you have completed?

  Primary School      

  Secondary School              

  University

  None  
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SECTION 2:  RELATIONSHIP WITH THE COOPERATIVE 

Which of the following describes your current status?

  I am a member of a cooperative. (Name of cooperative ___________________________)

  I am planning to join a cooperative shortly. 

  I have no immediate plan to join a cooperative, but I am interested in learning about the 

subject.

  I am not a member of a cooperative, but I am a member of another type of self-help 

organization. (Name of organization ______________________________________)

  I have no interest in joining a cooperative. 

  Other - Please specify:  ______________________________________

Please circle the number (from 1 - 5) that best fits your current status for each question

Thank you for your participation!

Disagree
Slightly 

disagree

Not sure

/Neutral

Slightly

agree
Agree

1
I understand the meaning 

of being part of a cooperative.
1 2 3 4 5

2
I understand the principles 

of cooperatives.
1 2 3 4 5

3

I understand the speci!c

bene!ts and challenges 

related to cooperative model 

compared to other types of 

enterprises.

1 2 3 4 5

4

I know the importance of

cooperation and vertical and

horizontal relationships.

1 2 3 4 5

5
I understand the different 

types of cooperatives.
1 2 3 4 5


